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Abstract

Improvement of measuring accurary of magnetic fields
in borehole drilling

Alexander Lindblad, Anton Palm Ekspong, Henrik Sparr

To increase measuring accuracy in magnetotellurgic measurements an
electrode can be lowered into a borehole to create constraints for
the inversion. For this method a long cable is need to connect to
the electrode. This creates a new type of problems with parasitic
effects when the cable is placed on a winch made of metal. To
account for this, the behavior of the cable while on the winch
was measured. It was considered to be a multilayered multi row
coil with a resistance of 2,4Ohm. The inductance of the winch was
measured for different frequencies and with different amount of
cable on the winch. With this data the physical properties of a
multilayered multi row coil was numerically fitted. To explain the
frequency dependency of the inductance two different models where
created. Model one described the frequency dependency as random
and fitted the physical properties of the multilayered multi row
coil once for every frequency. The second model (cftool-model)
described the frequency dependency of the coil as a power-function
and fitted this behavior numerically in MATLABs 
curvefittingtoolbox (cf-tool). Both models predicted an inductance
 which increased with more cable on the winch and with lower
frequencies. The models fitted the measured data points well in
some areas. But for the measurements made with 135m of cable of
the winch both models fitted poorly with relative errors of up to
43%. This can be because of a systematic error made in how the
cable was wound on the winch. To help to improve further
measurements the error needed to be within 10% which it overall
fails to be. It is uncertain if more data and a better model would
allow the error to reach tolerable levels or if the dependency of
the winding of the cable onto the winch is too large. 
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Populärvetenskaplig sammanfattning

Vid prospektering av material i jorden är det nödvändigt att ha metoder som underlättar
sökandet. En av dessa metoder är magnetotellurgi som använder sig av jordens elektro-
statiska och magnetiska fält för att undersöka vilka ämnen som finns i jorden. Metoden
kan göras endast från ytan och sedan användas i datamodeller för att ge en grov upp-
skattning om vilka material som finns under jorden. För att förbättra noggrannheten i
uppskattningen kan mätningar med borrhål göras. Dessa utförs med elektroder på en
lång sladd för att undersöka hur resistiviteten ändras beroende på vilken typ av material
som finns i närheten. Mätningarna används sedan för att påtvinga randvillkor i differen-
tialekvationer som används i datamodellerna som uppskattar vilken typ av material som
finns. Tomas Kalscheuer på Geofysik vid Uppsala Universitet använder sig av metoden
med mätningar i borrhål. Då dessa har utförts har problem sedan uppstått under model-
leringsprocessen på grund av parasitära effekter från mätutrustningen själv. Bland annat
blir stålvinschen som borrhålssladden är virad runt till en stor spole och stör då mät-
ningarna av jordens eget magnetfält. Denna rapport har skrivits i kursen "Självständigt
Arbete I Teknisk Fysik" och försöker modellera de effekter som uppstår för att kunna
korrigera för dem i senare mätningar.

Vi valde att undersöka två olika tillvägagångssätt för en möjlig förbättring i mätresul-
tatet. Modellering av mätutrustningen kunde genomföras i ett kretssimuleringsprogram
eller så kan de parasitära effekter som uppstår från utrustningen själv modelleras genom
nogrann undersökningar av frekvensberoende och hur mycket av sladden på vinschen som
är utrullad. Simuleringar gjordes i kretssimuleringsprogrammet LTSpice. Dessa visade
sig vara oanvändbara då det var svårt att på ett bra sätt representera strömkällorna från
jordens elektrostatiska fält, samt att "jorden" i kretsen inte heller gick att simulera. Från
vinschens mätningar kunde ett frekvensberoende och ett längdberoende urskiljas och där
ses ett tydligt mönster. Skillanden mellan de uppmätta datapunkterna och modellens yta
är i vissa områden för stora för att kunna förbättra framtida mätningar i fält. Om det
är möjligt att förbättra modellen med fler mätningar till en nivå där felen är som störst
10% är osäkert då felet även beror på hur kabeln är lindad vilket varierar och påverkar
vinschens induktans.
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1 Introduction

Knowing what materials are hidden beneath the Earths surface is important when looking
for new places to mine ores or when determining where to drill for oil and gas. There
are different methods used when prospecting the ground below us. For example there
are seismic methods that evaluate the components of the Earth through reflected seismic
waves through dynamite blasts but these methods are invasive and expensive. Another
method is magnetotellurgics which uses the varying levels of the Earths geoelectric and
geomagnetic fields to draw conclusions about the components of the Earth. The method
is used not only for examining components to excavate for but also to understand how
the subsurface is changing over time.

1.1 Magnetotellurgy

Magnetotellurics (MT) is used to prospect material deep within the Earth. The mag-
netism of the Earth is not constant but varying and in MT this is used as a power source
through induction. An example of the method is to measure the magnetic field B and
electric filed E at the surface with electrodes and fluxgate magnetometers or magnetic
induction coils respectively [1][2]. Those measurements are used in MT to determine the
conductivity of the Earth beneath. This is used to understand the resistivity of the Earth
and therefore know what materials and minerals can be found. MT methods can be used
to study shallow depths and depths of up to hundreds of kilometers. Electromagnetic
fields decay exponentially the deeper you look into a medium, which is described by the
electromagnetic skin depth [1][5].

The electromagnetic skin depth is dependent on the period of the electromagnetic field.
The period of electromagnetic fields that happen naturally is between 10−3 to 105 s. The
source for the electromagnetic fields varies and for different sources the period is different.
MT often studies the electromagnetic field created by solar winds with a frequency of 1
Hz and lower. The electromagnetic field is disturbed when the solar wind interacts with
the Earths ionosphere and magnetosphere. The stream of plasma coming from the sun
hits the Earth and then the proton and electrons are pushed to different sides by the
Earths magnetic field and thus causing an electric field. Another source of changes in
the Earth’s electromagnetic fields is lightning strikes. These have higher frequencies of
more than 1 Hz. MT does not require there to be lightning strikes in a close proximity
to the measuring station, the lightning strikes around the equator are sufficient as they
propagate as transverse electric and magnetic waves. These are bounded by the Earths
surface and the ionosphere [1][5].

From the data measured an inversion model is used to create an image of the structure
of the Earth. This image is blurred since the energy of electromagnetic field propagates
diffusively. Because of this models in MT are often focused on minimising complexity [1].
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1.2 Borehole measurement improvement

To increase measuring accuracy there are MT methods that introduce an electrode into a
borehole to also make depth measurements. For this an electrode is connected to a long
cable on a winch. This helps to create further constraints for when using inversion to
create an image of the materials of an area [2]. However parasitic effects may also cause
problems. Parasitic effects are unintended effects of electrical components, an example
would be a resistor that also contains a parasitic capacitance. One such effect occurs
since the cable on the winch will act as a coil and an parasitic inductance effect will occur
on the cable. There might also be parasitic capacities for the part of the cable lowered
into the borehole.

This work is an attempt to create a numerical model that accounts for the effect of the
winch to make measurements in boreholes more reliable. This is done to as a project
to help researchers at the Department of Earth Sciences at Uppsala University realted
with measurements in boreholes. The aim is to obtain a model that would predict the
inductance for a specific meter of cable on the winch with at most an error of <10% and
preferably an error <5%.

1.3 Cable impedance measurements theory

Around any wire leading electricity a magnetic field is induced, this effect is increased
when the wire is going in loops. This is the case for the wire on the winch which also has
a metal core that could further increase the inductance. The cable on the winch can be
considered as a complex impedance either with only an inductive part as a simplification
or with an additional capacitive part. If the winch is connected to a voltage source and a
rheostat as seen in figure 1 then a formula for the inductance of the winch can be created
stating

Vout
V

=
1

2
=
∣∣∣ ZR
ZR + ZRW + ZL

∣∣∣ (1)

In this instance the equation 1 is considered when the ration between the measured
voltage and the applied voltage is Vout

V
= 1

2
. In equitation 1 ZRW is the resistance of the

cable, ZL is the inductance of the cable on the winch and ZR is the resistance in the the
circuit from the rheostat. In equation 2 the cable on the winch is considered as a coil
with inductance ZL = jωL in series with a resistance ZRw = rw. The j is showing the
complex part of the impedance, ω the frequency dependent part and L the inductance.
The impedance ZR is equal to the resistance R of the rheostat. Then equation (1) can
be written as

Vout
V

=
1

2
=
∣∣∣ R

R + rw + jωL

∣∣∣ (2)

From this the inductance can be written in the form
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L =
R

2πf

√
4 −

(
1 +

rw
R

)2
(3)

were f is the frequency of the signal.

For a multilayer coil with an air core a formula for the inductance Lair can be approxi-
mated as

Lair = 0, 8
r2N2

6r + 9l + 10c
(4)

Where r is the average radius, l is the length of the winding, c is the thickness of the
winding and N is the number of turns, with the lengths in inches [3]. If instead the core
is replaced by another material with the relative permeability µr the new inductance L
can be derived to be

L = µrLair (5)

However the impedance of a coil does not only depend on the properties of the coil but
also the frequency of the signal effecting the coil. The first numerical model (model one)
explained the frequency dependency as random and equation (5) was fitted once for every
frequency. In the second numerical model (cftool-model) the phenomenon of frequency
dependency for the inductance L(f) was approximated by a power-function as it is being
approximated by the same function presented by Yan Bin et al [4]

L(f) =
L0

1 +
(
f
fc

)α (6)

Where L0 is an inductance, f is the frequency and α and fc are parameters that will be
fitted. For easier parameter fitting using fαc = f0 this function was rewritten as

L(f) =
L0

1 + fα

f0

(7)

Using equation (5) as our L0 and including a constant term to take the wires self induc-
tance into consideration gives an equation with four unknowns (C, µr, f0, α) to fit to the
measured data on to the form of

L(f, s) = C + k
r2N2

(6r + 9l + 10c)(1 + fα

f0
)

(8)

here r, N, l and c are all functions of the length of cable on the winch s.

2 Methods

2.1 Model selection

The selected model of a resistance and a coil in series for the winch was chosen as the
insulated cable showed no tendencies of any capacitive behaviour. This property of the
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cable was concluded by covering a portion of it with the electric conductor aluminium
and letting a signal traverse through the cable. Whilst doing this changes in the potential
of the aluminum was noted. For an ordinary cable, a signal of 10kHz was enough to note
an amplitude in the aluminium even when covering less than 0.3m of the cable. However,
with the insulated cable, no amplitude was noted even after covering 1m and using a
signal of frequency 1MHz.

2.2 Inductance measurements of the winch

Materials needed for measurements:

• Signal generator

• Oscilloscope or other signal measurement device

• Winch with core

• Insulated kevlar borehole cable

• Rheostat or other way of adjusting series resistance

• Crocodile clips

• Multimeter

The winch was connected to a signal generator and a rheostat in two different ways that
either made the circuit a low pass or high pass filter. Figure 1 show a model for the
setup, were the winch is seen as a coil and a resistor in series. The resistance of the cable
was measured to be 2,4Ω. Measurements were made for different lengths of cable on the
winch. For this the cable not on the winch was rolled out in a courtyard. It was placed
going back an forth with the cable as far apart as possible to reduce new capacitive and
inductive disturbances. The signal generator was set to a 1V sinus signal and a length and
frequency was chosen. Afterward the resistance was adjusted such that the amplitude
over the rheostat equaled half that over the winch and rheostat.

Figure 1: Model circuit for the measurements.
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ZL is the the impedance of the winch when considered as a coil, ZRW is the resistance of
the cable on the winch and ZR is the resistance of the rheostat over which the voltage Vout
was measured. From V a signal of 1V was generated for frequencies ranging from 1kHz
to 60kHz. Measurements were made with different amount of cable on the winch. The
cable is 265m and the measurements were made at 65m, 130m, 165m, 213m and 263m
meters left on the winch. For each measurement the resistance ZR that gave Vout

V
= 1

2
was

noted. This data was then fitted in MATLAB to match our models with a minimized
mean square error.

2.3 LTSpice simulations

To simulate the experimental setup a SPICE (Simulation Program with Integrated Circuit
Emphasis) program was needed, for this purpose LTSpice was chosen since it is a well
developed SPICE program and because both students and supervisor were the most
familiar with it. Other alternatives are for example PSpice, Ngspice or Quite Universal
Circuit Simulator.

Figure 2: Model circuit for the simulation

Multiple circuits were constructed in LTSpice to simulate how the measurements would
behave. Figure 2 shows one of the circuits that were tested. The cable inside the borehole
was chosen as lossy transmission line(LTRA) which had the option to choose inductance,
resistance and capacitance per meter, the cable and the winch as a coil Lw . The non
complex resistance in the cable itself was simulated as a pure resistor(Rw), the contact
resistance of the borehole electrode as Re and the resistance of the surface electrode as
Reg. The simulation was tested for different frequencies as well as different lengths of
cable in the ground.
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3 Results

3.1 Inductance measurements of the winch

In figure 3 a model for the inductance as a function of both the frequency and length of
the cable on the winch has been fitted as a grey surface. The measured data points are
also shown in the figure in colors shifting from green to red dependent on the relative
error between the data point and the model value at that point.

Figure 3: A 3D-fitted model for the inductance dependent on the frequency and on the
length of the cable wounded onto the winch.

2D cross-sections of the above model are displayed in figure 4 and 5. Figure 4 shows the
inductance dependency on frequency with a constant length of 263 meters on the winch
and figure 5 shows the dependency on length of cable on winch with a constant frequency
of 30kHz.
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Figure 4: Inductance as function of frequency when 263m of the cable is on the winch.

Figure 5: Inductance as function of length of cable on winch for 30kHz.
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Figure 6: Inductance as function of frequency for all lengths. Lines and stars of the same
color are for the same amount of cable on the winch.

Figure 6 shows the frequency dependency for all the different length of cable on the winch.
The lines are the fitted functions and the stars are the measured data points.

Figure 7: A 3D-fitted model, fitted with MATLabs curve fit toolbox, for the inductance
dependent on the frequency and the length of the cable on the winch.

In figure 7 a model similar to the one in figure 3 is shown, it on the other hand was created
using the MATLab application cftoll. As before the color of the data points indicates
how far they are form the model.
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Figure 8: The relative differences of the two fitted models (note that different axes are
used for readability)

Figure 8 shows how the two numerical models differ from each other and for which
lengths and frequencies the models differ the most. The axis is chosen in percentage for
easy comparison. The parameters for the model in figure 7 on the from of equation 8 are
shown in table 1.

Table 1: Parameters for the model

Parameter Least-Square Value
C 0.0004932
k 1.732e+05
α 0.2003
f0 0.01316

All of the measured results are shown in table 2 to 6 in the appendix, the code for the
models and graphs can also be found in the appendix.

4 Discussion

For no model made in LTSpice were the simulations successful. The circuits created did
not preform in an expected or reasonable way. The problem with the circuits was that
LTRA could not adequately describe the real world situation. The real voltage source,
which is the Earths electric field, can not be approximated by a single voltage source
as the model circuit in figure 2 does. Instead in the borehole there are parallel and
perpendicular voltage sources towards the cable that are integrated over to get a better
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approximation. For this purpose the LTRA component in LTSpice in unfit. An alter-
native LTSpice model would have been to create the cable in the borehole as a series
of resistances, coils and conductors as well as voltage sources. This could theoretically
be done in LTSpice but it was not done since this is almost identical to another not yet
published paper by Thomas Kalscheuer but there it was done in MATLAb instead.

Attempts to measure the capacitance were made but they were unsuccessful, for this
reason the cable on the winch was considered as a coil and a resistance in series. From
the line of data points at 130m in figure 3 most of the data points are more red than for
other lengths, especially for frequencies between 1kHz and 20kHz. Since this entire line
fits the model worse than for other lengths it is not unreasonable that there was some
systematic error made. This might be because the cable was not as tightly wounded
on the winch. The data points for 60kHz and low amount cable on winch also fit the
model less well. If the 130m line is considered as an outlier, because of some system-
atic error, the model fits quite well overall. The lines for high amount of cable on the
winch fit the model especially good. This can be seen in figure 3 and 7 were data points
for the largest amounts of cable on winch are mostly green. This can be a result of
choosing to minimize the root mean square of our model-fitting, as this method will fo-
cus on minimizing the absolute error of the model and not the relative model of the error.

The shape of the surfaces for the models in figure 3 and 7 are similar. For both models it
is the line of data points at 130m that deviate the most from the model. For the cftool
model the model fits the (130m, 1kHz) point quite well which is interesting since the
130m line fits the worst and especially for the lower frequencies. It seems that to be able
to fit that data point the model got worse for the two points with the lowest frequencies
and with 63m cable on the winch. This is where the two models deviate the most from
each other as can be seen in figure 8. The models also differ towards the edges of the
surface where the frequencies increase or the amount of cable on the winch is low. The
model fitted with cftool also deviate more at its worst point with 43%, compared to the
model fitted with a curve for each frequency which at most deviates 38%. This is a result
of the cftool model having a lower degree of freedom than model 1. That the relative
difference is as large as around 70% for the corner with low frequency and low amount of
cable on the winch is in large due to the fact that the values of the inductance are small
in that area so that even small absolute differences result in large relative differences.
This also causes the relative error to be smaller in the corner with low frequencies and
large amount of cable on the winch.

5 Conclusion

When the winch is used in the field it will have an inductance that is dependent on the
frequency and the length of cable. The LTRA in LTSpice is not suitable to model the
borehole cable with the effects from the magnetic field of the Earth. There might be
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other possible solutions to simulate the cable measurements in SPICE programs. One
solution could be to model the cable as modules of voltages, resistances, conductors and
coils connected in series. Two models that both help create a clearer picture of how the
borehole cable on the winch can effect MT measurements were made. Neither model
performed good enough to have an error of <10% for the entire surface. This may be
improved further with new measurements, however even with more data a small enough
error may still be unreachable since the way the cable is wound on the winch has to much
of an effect on the amounts of turns and therefore the inductance of the coil.
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7 Appendix

7.1 MatLab code

clc
close all
clear all

% Determines the constant length and constant frequency of the
% Cross-sections in figure 3 and 4
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% Must have an integral value between 1 and 5
sectionl = 5;
% Must have an integral value between 1 and 19
sectionf = 15;

% Collected data
freq = [1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 8000 9000 10000 15000 20000 25000

30000 35000 40000 45000 50000 60000];
impe_52 = [0.01225913613 0.009866322881 0.008930317974 0.008282982739

0.007877996058 0.007552848143 0.007293021491 0.007070578137 0.006897562975
0.006759148353 0.006270378361 0.005998417843 0.005835238359 0.005689695206
0.005609363549 0.005604247374 0.005661526684 0.005641190361 0.006102287563];

impe_100 = [0.008258163372 0.006584688361 0.005823853211 0.005346753404
0.004994260812 0.004832757602 0.004496827145 0.004486100116 0.004508378839
0.00427808487 0.003770975007 0.003669027523 0.003629906574 0.003410856414
0.003278019867 0.003281766726 0.003480709293 0.003242904565 0.00316645709];

impe_135 = [0.003593425856 0.002858415689 0.002488893235 0.002303755203
0.002174122545 0.002102954199 0.002038943569 0.001990912403 0.001953540036
0.001932823481 0.001846105056 0.001848658028 0.001839148577 0.001952261519
0.002185326392 0.002176342881 0.00221019455 0.00259564145 0.003051290287];

impe_200 = [0.002217000365 0.001805970349 0.001509009333 0.001387731628
0.001276037597 0.001224502249 0.001167906425 0.001118528878 0.001086238154
0.001057632199 0.0009496683567 0.0008846080288 0.0008510689708
0.0008149152722 0.0007536400097 0.0007490369799 0.0007423915473
0.0007012348731 0.0006670674606];

impe_2 = [0.01675459395 0.01385038291 0.01246835508 0.01159116556 0.01098211732
0.01062201569 0.0102466476 0.009965117272 0.009746146484 0.009543401258
0.00889839979 0.008575892613 0.008327252947 0.008317702275 0.008350260419
0.008388461897 0.008479432747 0.008706581448 0.009322968723];

L_exp = 265 - [200 135 100 52 2];
Z = [impe_200; impe_135; impe_100; impe_52; impe_2];

%Properties of winch

%Width of winch
C_Width=0.35;
%Diameter of wire with insulation
d=0.0058;
%Diameter of winch
D=0.089;

%Variabels for calculation
k=1;
L_vec = 1:1:300;

%Calculates for a given length of cabel on the winch the resulting
% amount of turns, mean radius and depth of winding of the coil.
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for L = L_vec
i=0;
n=0;

while L>(D+(1+2*i)*d)*pi*60
n=n+60;
L=L-(D+i*d)*pi*60;
i=i+1;

end
last_turns = L/((D+i*d)*pi);
fraction = last_turns/60;
n_final(k)=n+last_turns;
R(k) = (D+(i+fraction)*d)/2;
Depth(k) = (i+fraction)*d;
k=k+1;

end

%The coil model to be fitted to our data
nsq = n_final.^2;
L_teo = ((39.3700787*R).^2.*nsq)./(39.3700787*(6*R+9*C_Width+10*Depth)*10^9);

[model other] = createFit(L_teo(L_exp),freq,Z);
for i = 1:60

Z_toolbox(:,i) = model(L_teo,i*1000);
end
%Fitting of the model with and without constant term, uncomment dlm1 = ...,
%L_teo1 = ... and Z_teo = L_teo1 to use a model without intercepting term
for i = 1:19

Induc = [impe_200(i) impe_135(i) impe_100(i) impe_52(i) impe_2(i)];

%dlm1 = fitlm(L_teo(L_exp),Induc,’Intercept’,false);
dlm2 = fitlm(L_teo(L_exp),Induc);
%L_teo1 = dlm1.Coefficients.Estimate*L_teo;
L_teo2(:,i) = dlm2.Coefficients.Estimate(1) +

dlm2.Coefficients.Estimate(2)*L_teo;
end
Z_teo = L_teo2;
%Z_teo = L_teo1;

%Plotting of the result

%Plots the fitted function with datapoints colored depending on the
%deviation between these
figure(1)

color = zeros(300,19,3);
color(:,:,3) = 1;
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err = abs((Z-Z_teo([L_exp],:))./Z);
colorerr = err./max(max(err));
rgb(:,1) = colorerr(:);
rgb(:,2) = 1 - rgb(:,1);
rgb = sqrt(rgb);
rgb(:,3) = 0;
hold on
surf(freq/1000, L_vec, Z_teo*1000,color,’FaceAlpha’,

0.1,’EdgeAlpha’,0.1,’LineWidth’,0.001)
scatter3(repelem(freq,5)/1000,repmat(L_exp,[1, 19]),Z(:)*1000,18,rgb,’filled’)
legend(’Fitted function’ , ’Data (Color representing deviation)’)
cmap = [1:-0.001:0; 0:0.001:1]’;
cmap(:,3) = 0;
colormap(cmap)
bartext = {num2str(max(max(err))*100, ’%g%%’), ’0 %’};
colorbar(’TickLabels’,bartext,’Ticks’,[0 1],’Limits’,[0 1])
xlabel(’Frequency (kHz)’)
yticks(0:50:250)
ylabel(’Cable on winch (m)’)
zlabel(’Inductance (mH)’)
set(gca,’FontSize’,20)

%Plotts the error of the fitted function as a mesh

figure(2)

mesh(freq/1000,L_exp,err*100)
xlabel(’Freq (kHz)’)
ylabel(’Cable on winch (m)’)
zlabel(’Realtive error (%)’)
zlim([0 100])
set(gca,’FontSize’,20)

%Plot with constant frequency

figure(3)
hold on
plot(L_vec,1000*Z_teo(:,sectionf))
plot(L_exp,1000*Z(:,sectionf),’*’,’MarkerSize’,18)
xlabel(’Cable on winch (m)’)
ylabel(’Inductance (mH)’)
set(gca,’FontSize’,20)
legend(’Fitted function’,’Data’)
title({’Constant frequency of ’ num2str(freq(sectionf)) ’ kHz’})

%Plot with constant length

figure(4)
hold on
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plot(freq/1000,1000*Z_teo(L_exp(sectionl),:))
plot(freq/1000,1000*Z(sectionl,:),’*’,’MarkerSize’,18)
xlabel(’Frequency (kHz)’)
ylabel(’Inductance (H)’)
set(gca,’FontSize’,20)
legend(’Fitted function’,’Data’)
title({’Constant length of ’ num2str(L_exp(sectionl)) ’ m’})

figure(5)
color2 = zeros(300,60,3);
color2(:,:,3) = 1;
err2 = abs((Z-Z_toolbox(L_exp,freq/1000))./Z);
colorerr2 = err2./max(max(err2));
rgb2(:,1) = colorerr2(:);
rgb2(:,2) = 1 - rgb2(:,1);
rgb2 = sqrt(rgb2);
rgb2(:,3) = 0;
hold on
surf(1:60, L_vec, Z_toolbox*1000,color2,’FaceAlpha’,

0.1,’EdgeAlpha’,0.1,’LineWidth’,0.0001)
scatter3(repelem(freq,5)/1000,repmat(L_exp,[1, 19]),Z(:)*1000,18,rgb2,’filled’)
legend(’Fitted function’ , ’Data (Color representing deviation)’)
cmap2 = [1:-0.001:0; 0:0.001:1]’;
cmap2(:,3) = 0;
colormap(cmap2)
bartext2 = {num2str(max(max(err2))*100, ’%g%%’), ’0 %’};
colorbar(’TickLabels’,bartext2,’Ticks’,[0 1],’Limits’,[0 1])
xlabel(’Frequency (kHz)’)
yticks(0:50:250)
ylabel(’Cable on winch (m)’)
zlabel(’Inductance (mH)’)
set(gca,’FontSize’,20)

figure(6)
modelsdevi = abs((Z_teo-Z_toolbox(:,freq/1000))./Z_toolbox(:,freq/1000));
mesh(freq/1000,L_vec(50:300),modelsdevi(50:300,:)*100)
xlabel(’Freq (kHz)’)
ylabel(’Cable on winch (m)’)
zlabel(’Realtive difference of models (%)’)
zlim([0 100])
set(gca,’FontSize’,20)

figure(7)
hold on
plot(freq/1000,1000*Z_teo(L_exp(1),:),’r’)
plot(freq/1000,1000*Z_teo(L_exp(2),:),’b’)
plot(freq/1000,1000*Z_teo(L_exp(3),:),’g’)
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plot(freq/1000,1000*Z_teo(L_exp(4),:),’k’)
plot(freq/1000,1000*Z_teo(L_exp(5),:),’m’)
plot(freq/1000,1000*Z(1,:),’r*’,’MarkerSize’,18)
plot(freq/1000,1000*Z(2,:),’b*’,’MarkerSize’,18)
plot(freq/1000,1000*Z(3,:),’g*’,’MarkerSize’,18)
plot(freq/1000,1000*Z(4,:),’k*’,’MarkerSize’,18)
plot(freq/1000,1000*Z(5,:),’m*’,’MarkerSize’,18)
xlabel(’Frequency (kHz)’)
ylabel(’Inductance (mH)’)
set(gca,’FontSize’,20)
legend(’Function with 65m cable on winch’, ’Function with 130m cable on winch’

, ’Function with 165m cable on winch’ , ’Function with 213m cable on winch’
, ’Function with 263m cable on winch’)

function [fitresult, gof] = createFit(X_fit, freq, Z)
%CREATEFIT(X_FIT,FREQ,Z)
% Create a fit.
%
% Data for ’with_intercept’ fit:
% X Input : X_fit
% Y Input : freq
% Z Output: Z
% Output:
% fitresult : a fit object representing the fit.
% gof : structure with goodness-of fit info.
%
% See also FIT, CFIT, SFIT.

% Auto-generated by MATLAB on 09-May-2019 10:49:31

%% Fit: ’with_intercept’.
[xData, yData, zData] = prepareSurfaceData( X_fit, freq, Z );

% Set up fittype and options.
ft = fittype( ’a + b*x/(1+(y^c/f))’, ’independent’, {’x’, ’y’}, ’dependent’,

’z’ );
opts = fitoptions( ’Method’, ’NonlinearLeastSquares’ );
opts.DiffMaxChange = 10;
opts.DiffMinChange = 1e-10;
opts.Display = ’Off’;
opts.Lower = [0 -Inf 0 0];
opts.MaxFunEvals = 100000;
opts.MaxIter = 100000;
opts.StartPoint = [0.08 300 1 0.0971317812358475];
opts.TolFun = 1e-10;
opts.TolX = 1e-10;
opts.Upper = [1 Inf Inf Inf];
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% Fit model to data.
[fitresult, gof] = fit( [xData, yData], zData, ft, opts );

% % Plot fit with data.
% figure( ’Name’, ’with_intercept’ );
% h = plot( fitresult, [xData, yData], zData );
% legend( h, ’with_intercept’, ’Z vs. X_fit, freq’, ’Location’, ’NorthEast’ );
% % Label axes
% xlabel X_fit
% ylabel freq
% zlabel Z
% grid on
% view( -139.7, 48.7 );

7.2 Winch measurements

Table 2: Measurements with 2 meters rolled out off winch

Frequency (kHz) Resistance in series(Ohm) Resulting inductance(mH)
1 61,6 16.754
2 101,3 13.850
3 136,5 12.468
4 169 11.591
5 200 10.982
6 232 10.622
7 261 10.246
8 290 9.965
9 319 9.746
10 347 9.543
15 445 8.898
20 623 8.575
25 756 8.327
30 906 8.3177
35 1061 8.350
40 1218 8.388
45 1385 8.479
50 1580 8.706
60 2030 9.322
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Table 3: Measurements with 52 meters rolled out off winch

Frequency (kHz) Resistance in series(Ohm) Resulting inductance(mH)
1 45,3 12,259
2 72,2 9,866
3 98 8,933
4 121 8,282
5 143,7 7,877
6 165,2 7,552
7 186 7,552
8 206 7,070
9 226 6,897
10 246 6,759
15 342 6,270
20 436 5,998
25 530 5,835
30 620 5,689
35 713 5,609
40 814 5,604
45 925 5,661
50 1024 5,641
60 1329 6,102

Table 4: Measurements with 100 meters rolled out off winch

Frequency (kHz) Resistance in series(Ohm) Resulting inductance(mH)
1 30,8 8,258
2 48,6 6,584
3 64,2 5,823
4 78,4 5,346
5 91,4 4,994
6 106 4,832
7 115 4,496
8 131 4,486
9 148 4,508
10 156 4,278
15 206 3,770
20 267 3,669
25 330 3,629
30 372 3,410
35 417 3,278
40 477 3,281
45 569 3,480
50 589 3,242
60 690 3,166
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Table 5: Measurements with 135 meters rolled out off winch

Frequency (kHz) Resistance in series(Ohm) Resulting inductance(mH)
1 37 3,593
2 60 2,858
3 79 2,488
4 98 2,303
5 116 2,174
6 135 2,102
7 153 2,038
8 171 1,990
9 189 1,953
10 208 1,932
15 299 1,846
20 400 1,848
25 498 1,839
30 635 1,952
35 830 2,185
40 945 2,176
45 1080 2,210
50 1410 2,595
60 1990 3,051

Table 6: Measurements with 200 meters rolled out off winch

Frequency (kHz) Resistance in series(Ohm) Resulting inductance(mH)
1 9 2,217
2 14 1,805
3 17,3 1,509
4 21 1,387
5 24 1,276
6 27,5 1,224
7 30,5 1,168
8 33,3 1,118
9 36,6 1,086
10 39,2 1,0576
15 52,2 0,949
20 65 0,884
25 78 0,851
30 89,5 0,815
35 96,5 0,753
40 109,5 0,749
45 122 0,742
50 128 0,701
60 146 0,667
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